ADDENDUM 2
RFP AP 01-17
NON-EXCLUSIVE OPERATION OF FOOD AND
BEVERAGE CONCEESSION AT DESTIN-FORT
WALTON BEACH AIRPORT (VPS)
1. In regard to Exhibit C, Listing of County Owned Equipment and Furnishings (Floor plans for
B125). It states fixtures shown are included with the exception of cooler/freezer and “fixture
hood”. Is it possible to get a list of the equipment and fixtures that are included?
Addendum 1, issued on 10/28, provided part number and pictures of the hood, vent, and
grease trap. In addition, the Sally Port, entrance system (gate/doors), mop sink, and floor
sink. The list is not all inclusive and in addition to what was provided on Addendum 1 and
Exhibit C.
2. As a Florida state agency we are very interested in providing vending machine services via
one of our visually impaired licensed vendors. Would we be able to provide vending machine
services only by responding separately? Would we be required to provide those services
through another potential concessionaire by agreement as a certified DBE?
At this time, vending is being requested as an additional service on the RFP and is not
required. We would not be able to accept a proposal for the optional vending only. If
vending is not awarded as part of this RFP, we will immediately work to advertise a Request
for Bids for that service only.
3. The “Recycled Content” Form asks for a product description and questions about the product
packaging and shipping. The food and beverage concession may have many products or a
multiple methods of shipping. Please confirm that the food and beverage operation is
considered to be a service and is included within the personal service with no product
involvement as noted near the bottom of the form and thus is not applicable to this RFP
response. If we are required to actually provide info on products and product packaging, what
type of response does the airport expect in responding to this form?
The recycled content form is a County wide form and is included in all solicitations. If the
service involves no product involvement you will state that on the form and write N/A for
each question.
4. On the “Company Data” form, the form requests “Respondent’s License #”. What is the
Respondent License # and what government agency assigns this particular license number?
The Respondent’s License # would be the same as your business license #.

5. In regard to the Proposal Form, question vii., e. asks:
-

Has the Proposer or any principal or partner undertaken or participated in other business
projects in the State of Texas? Is Texas a typo? Should this be Florida instead?

-

Also in regard to the Corporation Statement section, similar question. Is the Corporation
registered to do Business in Texas? Should this be Florida?
Yes, it should read Florida.

